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ABSTRACT. Up to now, there is still a little of attention paid on the dynamical analy-
sis of automobile crane system and only simple dynamjcal models are used forth~ related 
studies. In this paper, a relatively comprehensive model describing the dynamics of auto-
mobile crane with only the body lifting mechanism taken into account, is presented. The 
numerical solution has been derived, illustrated by graphics and assessed. 
1. Introduction 
Automobile cranes are very popular loading-discharging tools. The study on 
dynamics of their working mechanism, however, is still limited and many related 
problems have not been solved adequately. In the literature, the models describing 
dynamics of automobile cranes are still simple [1-3]. The interaction between 
bodylifting and rodlifting mechanism are not taken into account and the role of 
the rope elasticity in the working mechanism of the system is not specified in 
these models. Thus, from the practical point of view, many problems have not 
been solved, such as how to keep the lifting body from shaking?, how the rod is 
shaking during the operation of the bodylifting mechanism?, how the movement 
pattern of the lifting body is when only the rodlifting mechanism works and what 
effects will be caused due to the elasticity of the rope?, ... 
In this paper, a more comprehensive model for description of the dynamics of 
automobile crane in the case when only the bodylifting mechanism works and the 
numerical method for solving its basic equations are presented. 
The obtained results allow to assess the impact of elasticity of the rope on 
the system, especially the rod vibration even when the rodlifting mechanism does 
not work, the changes in movement pattern of the body and of the tension of the 
rope. 
2. Model 
' 
The bodylifting mechanism is considered as a drum (disk). The·model IS 
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developed based on the following assumptions: 
• The rod is rigid body. 
• The lifting body is a particle of the mass m. 
• The rope is considered as a massless spring. 
• The vibration of lifting body is plane. 
• The mass and internal friction of pulleys in polyspacts are neglected. 
The real model and its operation scheme of the automobile crane is described 
in the Fig. 1. B 
Lt~Cz~Uz 
Fig. 1. Real model and operation scheme of the automobile crane 
The system has 4 degrees of freedom including: 
cp - the shaking angle of the rod from the horizontal plane, 
(J - the shaking angle of the lifting body from the vertical, 
S - the distance between the lifting body and the rod top, which describes 
the movement of the lifting along the rope, 
,P2 - the rotation angle of the rope winding drum. 
The dimension parameters of the system are as follows {Fig. 1): 
a - the distance between the center of body lifting drum and the rod foot, 
b - the distance between the center of direction changing pulley and the rod 
foot, 
d- the distance between the center of body lifting drum and the direction 
changing pulley, 
R2 - the radius of the body lifting drum, 
r - the radius of the direction changing pulley. 
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3. Lagrangian functions 
For the model given in the section 2, the Lagrangian function L = T- II can 
be calculated as follows: 
Kinetic energy (K.E.) 
T=Tm+Tc+T2, 
where Tm - K.E. of the body, Tc - K.E. of the rod, T2 - K.E. of the bodylifting 
drum, and 
m [ · 2 2 "2 2 2 • • ] Tm=2 S +S () +l0 <P -2loS<,Dcos(0-~)+2loS'f?Osin(O-<p), 
Potential energy (P.E.) II = IIm + IIc + II~1 + IIc2, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where IIm - P. E. of the lifting body, IIc - P.E. of the rod, II~ 1 - P.E. of the 
rodlifting rope, IIc2 - P.E. of the body lifting rope, and 
in which 
IIm = mgym =? mg(lo sin<p- S cos()+ Ho), 
IIc = mcgYc => mcg(~losin~ + Ho), 
II;1 = ~cl(b.Li) 2 => c1(b.Lid + b.L1t) 2; 
1 ( )2 1 (' )2 IIc2 = 2 c2 b.L2 => 2 c2 b.L2d + b.Lu , 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
b.Lid = u1(l(<p) -l(<,oo)), (3.8) 
b.L2d = u2(S- So)+ £(10) -l('Pol + R2(.P2- .P~), (3.9) 
l('Pol = Vb2 + £5 + 2blo cos( <Po+ 'Po) , (3.10) 
l('P) = Vb2 + £5 + 2blocos(¢>o + ~) , (3.11) 
b.Li = b.Llt + b.Lid =b.~+ ul[£(10) -l(100 J] 
(Deformation of the rodlifting rope), 
b.£2 = b.L2t + b.L2d =b.~+ u2(S- So)+ l('P) -l('Po) + R2(.P2- .P~) 
(Deformation of the bodylifting rope). (3.13) 
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4. Equations of motion 
By applying the Lagrangian equation to the model described above, the fol-
lowing system of-differential equations describingthe dynamics of au-tomobile crane 
system when only the rodlifting mechanism works is obtained: 
J;cp = -~m.glo cos <p- c2u2lollL2 cos(O- cp) 
* blo sin( .Po+ <p) 
+ (c1u1LlL1 + c2LlL2) l , (I') 
SO+ 2SO + g sinO= l 0 cos(O- cp)~2 -lo sin(O- cp)cp, (4.1) 
- C2U2 flLz · 2 S + -802 - gcos() = l 0 cos(8- cp)cp + losin(O- cp)<P, 
m 
where 
J; - moment of inertia of the rod with respect to the rotation axis of the rod, 
J 2 - moment of inertia of the body lifting mechanism with respect to 
the rotation axis of the drum, 
M 2 - rotation moment of body lifting drum, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
in which, tkd is the time needed for starting the work of the mechanism, 
c1 , c2 -stiffness of rod lifting and body lifting ropes, respectively, 
u 1 , u 2 - number of the rope branches of polyspats. 
5. Equilibrium equations 
Equilibrium equations of the bodylifting mechanism are derived from the 
equations of motion by vanishing the derivatives of generalized coordinates. Equi-
librium positions can be determined by solving the equilibrium equations ( alge-
braic equations). Assuming that Mg is the static moment acting on the system 
and keeping it in the equilibrium state, the following relations can be derived: 
Oo = 0, c2u2Ll~ = mg, c2R2Ll~ = Mf, 
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Equation (5.1) can be rewritten in the following form: 
(5.2) 
For a given value of cp0 , the static elasticity ofrodlifting rope~~ is calculated 
by: 
0 1 {( 1 ) gl('Po) coscpo mg} ~1 = -- m + -me - -
CtUt 2 bsin(4>o +'Po) u2 (5.3) 
The static moment acting on the body lifting drum is: 
(5.4) 
The coordinate 1/;2 satisfies the following relation: 
(5.5) 
Other requirements are: 
90° > <p 2: 0, Smax 2: S > 0. 
Beside, the moment acting on the winding rope drum must satisfy the fol-
lowing condition M 2 2: M~. At an equilibriwn state, the static elasticity of the 
bodylifting rope is calculated as follow: 
~g = mg . 
c2u2 
(5.6) 
6. Numerical computation 
a) Needed data 
The problem under consideration is solved for the automobile crane K-162 
with the parameters: 
a= 2.4 (m); d = 2.0 (m); b = 3.0 (m); R2 = 0.175 (m); r = 0.15 (m); 
m = 8000 (kg); me= 1000 (kg); Je = 125000 (kg.m2); J2 = 2079 (kg.m2); 
u1 = 4; u2 = 2; c1 = 728000 (N/m); c2 = 1020000 (N/m); So= 12 (m); 
'Po= 30°; Mkd = 17506(N.m). 
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b) Numerical method 
The method of Runge-Kutta of the 4-th order is applied for solving the prob-
lem. The initial conditions are taken as follo...vs: 
'Pea) ='Po, (90° > 'P 2: 0) <PeoJ = 0; 
Sea) =So, (Smax 2: S > 0), Sea) = 0; 
OeoJ = lieoJ = 0; 
o d2 + a2 - b2 R2 - r 
'1f;2eoJ = 'lj;2 = arc cos 2da +arc cos d ~2e0J = 0. 
c} Results of computation 
A computer programme written on FORTRAN-77 language has been devel-
oped, tested and applied for the above problem. The calculation is conducted with 
the time step of 0.3s and the results are illustrated in the Fig. 2-6. 
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Fig. 2. Vibration of the rod under the operation of the body lifting mechanism 
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Fig. 3. Vibration of the body under the operation of the bodylifting mechanism 
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Fig.4. Bodylifting speed 
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Fig. 5. Angular speed of the bodylifting drum 
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Fig. 6. Dynamic tension in the ropes 
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From the results of computation and figures presented above, it can be seen 
that: 
• Although the rod lifting mechanism does not work, the rod vibrates due to 
the presence of elasticity of the rodlifting rope, therefore the shake of the rod has 
the quasiharmonic character with not large amplitude (approximately 3 X 10-4 m) 
and the period of about 0.6s (Fig. 2). 
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• Due to the slight shake of the rod, the vibration of the body consists of two 
oscillations with different periods (Fig. 3) and with the amplitudes increasing with 
time. 
e Body lifting speed and the speed of the rope winding drum increase from 0 
to the values of 0.6m/s and 6.6radjs, respectively during the starting period and 
remain constant for the following steady motion (Figs.4, 5). 
• The dynamic tension in the rope also varies harmonically with the mean 
value above that of static tension. 
7. Conclusion 
• A more comprehensive model describing the dynamics of automobile crane 
system has been established, which allows to assess the impacts of the rod and the 
tope elasticity to the working bodylifting mechanism. 
• The corresponding numerical model and computer programe have been de-
veloped. The numerical results and their illustration by graphs show good agree-
ment with the experiment carried out in the Military Technical Academy of Viet-
nam in the framework of the author thesis and allows to assess the interaction 
between the parameters of the system. 
• Qualitatively, the elasticity of the rope influences on the working mechanism 
of the automobile crane system leading to the change in value of its dynamic 
parameters. This influence, however, is not large in quantity. The above obtained 
results describing the interaction between parameters of the study system show 
the qualitative satisfactory of the established model. They can be the basic for 
solving the optimization problems in designing cranes. 
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D<)NG LVC HQC cA.N TRVC 6 TO c6 KE DEN sv co GIAN cDA DAY cA.P 
Vi~c tfnh toan d{mg h,rc h<?C h~ din trv.c 0 to cho Mn nay con ft du-c;rc quan 
tam Va h'a_u nhu- v5.n s.l- dl}llg nhfrng mo hinh rS:t dan gi;\,n ella d{)ng h,rc h9c. 
Trong bhl bao nay cac tac gia du-a ra mo hlnh tu-ang doi d'ay dll d~ mo ta d{mg 
h,rc h<;lC ella c'an trl).C 0 to Va giiU cac ph1rO'llg trlnh thi@t l~p du-qc b~ng phu-ang 
phap so trong m{>t tru-D-ng hqp rieng: khi chl ca cS:u nang v~t lam vi~c. 
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